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SNETTERTON
ANTICS

The ST-XR Challenge brought fabulous racing to Norfolk
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QUALIFYING

SESSION OF SURPRISES

Throughout the meeting the ST-XR Challenge
shared the track with the Honda Civic Challenge.
As he was concerned about being baulked by
the Japanese cars during qualifying, Michael
Blackburn made sure he was at the head of
the queue when the drivers headed out on to
the track.
Blackburn had set up his car to be “tail happy”
expecting it to be necessary to dial back the
set up before the weekend’s races. However,
both of his concerns were unfounded as all
of his quick laps were nice and clean with no
interruptions from the Hondas. Furthermore,
the handling of his car was “neutral” and he
was just as fast as he was when the series
visited Snetterton in 2021 so he decided not
to make any changes at the end of the session.
Thus, Blackburn took pole although Sam
Beckett reckoned he could have beaten him
were it not for a mistake at the last corner on
his final, and potentially fastest, qualifying lap.
His Deltas suggested he could have got below
2:22.00 on this last circuit.
These were the only two drivers to get below
2:23.00 during qualifying. Third fastest was
Beckett’s team mate, Chris Grimes, ahead of
Mark Blunt.
Fifth and sixth on the timesheets were a couple
of drivers who were on a learning curve. Matt
Pimlott was making his Snetterton debut while
Chris Chisnall hadn’t raced at the venue since
2002 and a number of tricky corners have been
added to the layout since then. Chris found
the track difficult to learn and a 2:26 dead was
the best he could manage although he was
going to get much faster as he gained more
experience during the course of the weekend.
As he lives relatively local to Snetterton
and Tensport Performance had done such
a tremendous job on the Honda he races in
the Pre ’03 Championship, Ross Craig decided
to have a run in one of the team’s STs. He
qualified seventh fastest as he got used to the
Fiesta which is so different to drive compared
to the Civic that he usually competes in.
Our final qualifier was Chris Flynn who was
racing for the first time in 10 years! Given the
capabilities of the other drivers, Flynn wasn’t
surprised to be slowest...

To Michael Blackburn’s surprise, the qualifying
issues he feared never materialised
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RACE 1
Michael Blackburn (55) pounces on a
mistake by Sam Becket (96) to take the
lead

THE
POUNCER!
The Hondas and Fords all started together albeit
separated by a couple of rows and when the red lights
went out for the first time at this meeting it was Sam
Beckett who had a healthy lead as the STs headed into
Riches. He was pretty much unchallenged because
pole-sitter Blackburn fluffed the change into second
allowing the drivers who started on the second row –
Chris Grimes and Mark Blunt – to draw alongside him
on the run to the first corner.
The battle for second arrived at the Riches’ braking area
3 abreast. There was no way they were going to get
around the corner like that and so Blackburn decided
to be brave and braked as late as he dared. It all got
very close with Blackburn and Blunt clashing mirrors,
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but the former arrived at the Montreal Hairpin ahead
with Blunt right behind him. Grimes was squeezed out
on the inside with the resulting loss of momentum
seeing him passed by a fast-starting Chris Chisnall –
and almost Matt Pimlott too.
Chisnall’s tenure of fourth was very brief as Grimes
zapped by at the second corner before Pimlott pushed
him down to sixth by being late on the brakes at
Agostini. Up ahead, Beckett lost some of his advantage
through having to lift when a few of the Civics rejoined
the track ahead of him after contact sent them on to
the grass through the Agostini/Hamilton section of
circuit.
After everyone had sped down the Bentley Straight for

the first time, Grimes out-braked Blunt into Brundle to
move into third.
Into Montreal for the second time and Blackburn was all
over the bumper of leader Beckett, he was comfortably
able to stay there. In third, Grimes was gesticulating
to those behind him, Blunt and Pimlott, to focus on
closing in on the two cars infront rather than fight
amongst themselves. Thus, we soon had 5 cars battling
for the win!
As the field prepared to pass the pits once more,
Beckett made a mistake at Murrays and Blackburn was
ready to pounce! He managed to draw alongside but
the leader kept him at bay when they reached Riches.
Next time through, Beckett again ran a little wide at

Murrays giving Blackburn more momentum down
the Senna Straight. On this occasion, he was able to
position himself on the inside line at the end of it and
managed to move to the front of the contest… but not
without compromising the exit speed of both drivers
out Riches which meant Grimes, Blunt and Pimlott
joined the lead duo as a gaggle of 5 cars arrived at the
Montreal Hairpin as one.
Blackburn remained just ahead as Grimes jinked to the
outside of Beckett… and then Blunt dived down the
inside of both Tensport cars to take second – it was a
stunning move!
Pimlott also got in on the action and positioned himself
on the inside of Grimes at the apex of the corner such
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that they charged down to Palmers side by side. Up
ahead, Beckett reclaimed second from Blunt around
the outside – but this was a move Pimlott couldn’t
quite replicate. Therefore, when things settled down
after these few frantic corners, Blackburn had pulled
out a few car lengths over Beckett who had Blunt
almost in his boot… then came Grimes and Pimlott.

The Vinyl Detail ST-XR Challenge
provided some fantastic racing at
Snetterton

For the remainder of the 15 minutes, this quintet
circulated in close order. On occasion, Beckett and
Grimes had a look at making a move on Blackburn
and Blunt respectively but there were no changes of
order until the last lap when Blunt ran wide at Nelson
allowing Grimes to claim the final place on the podium.
The long straights meant Blackburn had been giving
his pursuers a great tow which prevented him from
breaking away thus he just kept things clean and tidy
with no mistakes. He took the chequered flag just
under half a second ahead of Beckett.
Even though he set fastest lap, a long brake pedal
had hampered Grimes at times while he felt bittersweet about taking third away from Blunt so late in
proceedings as it would have been his first appearance
on the podium. Nonetheless, it was great to see the
relative newcomers, Blunt and Pimlott, on the pace
of the front-runners and racing closely but with
precision. The performance by Pimlott was particularly
noteworthy as he was on a huge learning curve having
never competed at Snetterton before.
Ross Craig failed to complete the warm up lap because
a sensor came loose on his engine causing it to cut
out. After his car had been returned to the paddock,
an oil leak was discovered coming from his gearbox.
The Tensport Performance team changed the ‘box on
Saturday evening enabling him to enjoy a full day of
action on Sunday.
With Craig not coming under Starter’s Orders, our final
finishers were the two Chrisses – Chisnall and Flynn.
The latter was impressed with himself having lapped 5
secs faster than he had done in qualifying!
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GREAT
ESCAPE

RACE 2

Michael Blackburn escaped
with the win despite losing
his brakes at the final corner

Michael Blackburn was relieved not to miss any
gearchanges this time as the STs pursued the Honda
Civics away from the grid with the first 4 Fords getting
away pretty much in unison. Blackburn slotted into the
lead at the first corner ahead of Sam Beckett who had
to fight to control his car on the outside line.

Well before the opening lap had been completed there
was a 4 secs gap behind Grimes as there had been
some fraught action involving the quick-off-the-blocks
Chris Chisnall, Mark Blunt and Matt Pimlott during
which Blunt found himself edged out onto the grass at
Oggies. This dropped him to sixth.

Into the Montreal Hairpin and Chris Grimes was already
looking down the inside of Beckett but couldn’t find
the space to make a move especially as Beckett was
also on a tightish line as he challenged the leader.

Chisnall was feeling quite pleased that he had kept
Pimlott and Blunt behind him down the Bentley Straight
but then, at the Brundle/Nelson complex, he and
Pimlott took convergent lines which saw them make
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contact. As they recovered their composure through
Coram, Blunt passed them both.
These antics left Blunt running fourth with too much
of a gap to the leading trio to bridge before the end
of the race.
The battle for the win distilled into a fight between
Blackburn and Beckett as Grimes didn’t have the pace
to keep up with this pair and admitted to over-driving
as a result. Furthermore, he was being hampered by a
long brake pedal – a problem which first manifested

itself during the previous day’s encounter.
Although Blackburn felt fairly comfortable out in front,
Beckett was always filling his mirrors and there were
times when the leader had to take a defensive line.
This was particularly the case when Beckett got a run
on him down the Bentley Straight which happened a
couple of times. On one of these occasions, Beckett
had to back out of the manoeuvre because yellow flags
were waving due to an errant Honda Civic at the side
of the track.
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In the closing stages, Blackburn began to suffer a
similar problem to Grimes – a long brake pedal. He had
to pump it on the straight to get adequate pressure
in the system to provide the required retardation to
enable him to get around the corners.

Ross Craig (184) leads Chris Flynn

On the last lap, his low brake fluid light appeared on
his dashboard. This was a portent of serious drama to
come as, at the final corner, Blackburn’s brakes failed
completely! Somehow not only did he make it round
Murrays but he managed to stay ahead of Beckett to
take the win.
Beckett had taken a tight line into the corner causing
understeer to send him wide on the exit. This put Sam
on a trajectory that saw him run into Blackburn’s car
and make light contact rather than execute a pass.
Sam felt it was an opportunity missed, at least he had
the consolation of setting fastest lap.
Grimes was another who was frustrated after the race.
After initially trying too hard, he got his head down
so that he reeled in the leaders only to make little
mistakes, lose ground and have to start the process
all over again. At least he recorded his second podium
finish of the weekend.
After the initial skirmishes, Blunt had quite a lonely
race to fourth. He pulled away from Pimlott who
focussed on fending off Chisnall until a linkage came
adrift in his gearbox. His sudden loss of power caused
the closely following Chisnall to skip a heart-beat as
he had to take avoiding action. Despite struggling
to select cogs, Pimlott still made it as the last of our
finishers, one lap down.
Separating Pimlott from Chisnall in the final
classification were Ross Craig and Chris Flynn. The
former had started at the back after retiring on the
green flag lap of race 1. He passed Flynn at the
Montreal Hairpin which meant he had a ring-side seat
for the opening lap shenanigans of Blunt, Chisnall
and Pimlott. Craig reported that he had bits of Fiesta
coming at him from all directions!
When Blackburn returned to the paddock he had to
stop the car using the handbrake, he couldn’t have
come closer to not finishing the race. In parc ferme, it
became obvious what the problem was as the driver’s
side rear was covered in brake fluid, as a pool formed
under the car. As Mike did not have any spare parts for
the rear brakes he feared that his weekend might be
over but, fortunately, the problem was that a flexi-pipe
connection into the rear caliper had worked loose and
just needed re-attaching. Blackburn felt extremely
relieved.
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RACE 3

TYRED
OUT!

With his tyres passed their best,
Michael Blackburn (55) loses the lead
to Chris Grimes as Sam Beckett (96)
closes in

The handling of Michael Blackburn’s car had been
perfect all weekend, so much so that he hadn’t felt
the need to make any changes to the set up but as he
had used the same set of tyres at the previous Double
Header at Oulton Park as well as here at Norfolk...
Would they hold up?

himself together and went side-by-side with Mark
Blunt all the way to the end of the Bentley Straight
where Beckett took third more easily than he expected
– he suspected Blunt missed a gear. He then gave it
everything to reel in the leaders, setting fastest lap in
the process.

He had no problems at the start as he blasted off into
the lead. In contrast, Sam Beckett made possibly his
worst ever start which allowed Chris Grimes to slot into
second behind Michael Blackburn.

After his long brake pedal in the previous 2 races,
Grimes had fitted new pads before this encounter and
it took a while for them to bed-in so initially his focus
was on defending the runner-up position from Beckett
rather than attacking for the lead.

Beckett dropped to fourth or fifth before he gathered
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Once Grimes’ anchors were in the sweet spot, however,
he was able to close right up to Blackburn’s bumper,
particularly into the Montreal Hairpin and at the end of
the Senna Straight.
Now things were getting serious! Grimes kept signalling
to Beckett that they should work together to put the
leader under pressure.
While Grimes’ brakes were now working really well,
Blackburn was finding that his well-used rubber was
giving him oversteer – they fell off a cliff and provided
no grip at all in the space of one or two laps. Eventually,

Blackburn could prevent the inevitable no longer as he
ran wide at Coram allowing Grimes to draw alongside
and take the lead before he had reached Murrays.
Beckett followed Grimes through to take second at
Riches as Blackburn again struggled to keep on the
racing line.
Beckett kept the new leader under pressure until the
finish. He felt he had the fastest car but couldn’t find a
way by and was 0.4 secs behind when the flag came out
while Blackburn slipped away to come home almost 3
secs further back in third.
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In the early laps, Blunt had been left behind by the
leading trio but as they fought amongst themselves,
he was able to catch them back up again. When
Blackburn began to lose rear-end grip Blunt was able
to close right up to him and was 0.2 secs behind at
the line. Another lap and Blunt believed he could
have achieved that first podium he was so close to
achieving the day before.
Considering this time last year, Mark had a novice
cross on the back of his car, he was delighted with
his progress. Meanwhile, Blackburn rued not paying
more attention to his notes from last year’s meeting at
Snetterton which would have told him that oversteer
would develop as the life went out of his tyres.
Chris Chisnall had started this race well but was
passed for fifth by Matt Pimlott who was coming
through from the back of the grid after his earlier
gear linkage dramas. Neither had the pace to keep up
with the leaders so Chisnall focussed on improving his
lap times. He was delighted to get down to a 2:23.6
which was almost 2 and a half seconds faster than he
had achieved in qualifying. Chris really enjoyed his
weekend and working with the Tensport Performance
team. He is looking forward to Anglesey where he
hopes to be giving Pimlott a run for his money.
A nightmare getaway for Ross Craig meant he was last
into Riches but he passed Chris Flynn on the brakes
into Brundle to take seventh with Flynn once again our
final finisher having gained speed all weekend.

Chris Chisnall closely pursues
Matt Pimlott
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Oulton Park, 9th April 2022

This report was produced by
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